FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING AND PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

Empower Your Team to Become Experts
Boost your team’s productivity with Sage by ProNavigator - the only SaaS knowledge management
platform purpose-built for insurance. No more laborious sifting through 150-page underwriting
manuals and content stored in several file locations. Sage puts information at your fingertips with
unmatched AI-power, accuracy, and speed.

With Sage, you can:
Retrieve mission-critical
insurance content in seconds

Leverage a central knowledge
base searchable by contextual AI

Lower ad-hoc calls to
underwriters or managers by 15%

Ensure consistency and accuracy
across teams and regions

Trusted by 125+ insurance organizations across North America
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Keep Your Teams In The Loop
Frequently changing insurance information makes it hard
for everyone to stay on the same page and opens the door to
human error. Sage offers one spot to push updates that teams
and agents won’t miss. And with automated version control, the
latest and most-up-to-date version will always be surfaced by
default.

Get insights into knowledge requests from staff such as types
of questions asked and documents referenced. This will help
you uncover trends that can be used for marketing, training, and
product decisions.

Unleash AI-Powered Search
ProNavigator’s Sage platform applies cutting-edge machine
learning and NLP that is trained on insurance terminology - it

Search and Discovery
• AI-Contextual Search
• External Web Links
• Insurance Terminology
• Excerpts Preview
•
Document Library
• Grid View / List View
• In File Search
• Version Control
• Favorites
• Shared Files
• Announcements
User Management
• SSO & RBAC
• Analytics & Insights

understands language used by front-line insurance workers.
Plus, Sage’s built-in data models have run thousands of searches
and get better every time.

Sage helps to streamline access to product
knowledge, limit phone calls, and have
information at your fingertips, ultimately
allowing more time to focus on: providing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time Savings per FTE

Higher Productivity
Increased Sales
Faster Onboarding
Less Training

advice and excellent customer service.
Chad Shurnaik
Peace Hills Insurance

Supercharge Productivity

Get Started Today
Call us at 1 (855) 906-5323

Finding information faster helps front-line insurance staff or

or schedule a demo at

agents become more self-sufficient and productive, eliminating

pronavigator.ai/

ad-hoc content requests. More importantly, it frees up capacity
of underwriters or managers to focus on other things - such as
placing more business.
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